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Flat rate offer of roe deer hunt in rutting season (Hungary, August 1–15) 

 

 
FLAT RATE OFFER OF A ROE  DEER HUNT IN THE RUTTING 

SEASON 
(HUNGARY) 

 
 
Place:  

1. Hunting grounds located about 50 to 100 km south of Budapest in the vicinity of Jakabszállás, 

Orgován, Szabadszállás, Kerekegyháza and Kunszentmiklós with a total area of about 40,000 

ha. These are field grounds with numerous field coppices, smaller forests and reeds. The 

average weight of trophies caught by roe deer is in the range of 250 - 350 g. 

2. Hunting grounds located in the locality of Hortobágy (between the towns of Tiszafüred and 

Hajdúszoboszló) with a total area of approximately 30,000 ha. These are field grounds with 

numerous field coppices and reeds. The average weight of trophies of the caught roe deer is in 

the range of 300 - 400 g, more roe deer with a trophy weight exceeding 450 g are caught 

regularly. 

 In both cases, these are excellently gamed areas. We will agree on the choice of a specific area 

depending on the requirements of the hunting guest. 

 

Time:  

 from August 1 to August 15 (peak of the rutting season – August 4 - 12) 
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Flat rate offer of roe deer hunt in rutting season (Hungary, August 1–15) 

 

Methods of hunting: 

 by car, hideout hunting and stalking (calling)  

 

Price list of the shooting 

 • in the hunting grounds listed in point I of the offer - flat rate - EUR 250  / piece 

(regardless of the weight of the trophy), within the flat rate, roe deer are caught mainly in the 

range of 200 - 350 g.  

 in the hunting grounds listed in point II of the offer - flat rate - EUR  450 / piece 

(regardless of the weight of the trophy), within the flat rate, roe deer are caught mainly in the 

range of 250 - 400 g  

 The roe deer, whose trophy quality clearly goes beyond the specific flat rate can (after 

being noticed by the hunting accompanist that it is roe deer beyond the flat rate) be hunted 

under following price conditions:        

 

350-399g            -    EUR 351 +   EUR 6.66 /g (for the flat rate EUR 250 /piece) 

400-449g            -    EUR 684 +   EUR 9.72 /g  

450-499g            -    EUR 1,170 + EUR 19.80 /g  

500g and more   -    EUR 2,160 + EUR 28.80 /g      

 

 The antlers weight is considered to be their net weight, i. e. the weight of the trophy, including 

the skull without the jaw, within 24 hours after boiling and whitening of the skull, after 

deduction of 90g. For billing purposes, the information about the 24-hour weight of the 

trophy given in the official scoreboard drawn up by an independent assessment committee, is 

decisive,  

 

Accommodation: 

 according to the demands of the hunting guest, from simple hunting houses to chateaus or 

hotels of category **** (from EUR 15  / night), e. g. www.sarlospuszta.hu. www.vargatanya.hu  

    

Accompanying fees: 

 Transport in the grounds – EUR 25-30/walk, depending on the particular grounds (this fee 

includes also the reward for a professional accompanist),  

 trophy adjustment and official evaluation - EUR 25  / piece,  

 fee for issuing a hunting license with a 30-days validity (including statutory insurance - EUR 

50 / person, 

 organizational fee – EUR 70 /shooter regardless of the length of the stay and 

 import of the trophy to the address of the hunting guest's residence EUR 10  / piece. 

    

http://www.sarlospuszta.hu/
http://www.vargatanya.hu/

